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Music Search Pro
Feature Specification

Expand and enhance how users search for music by adding an autocomplete
search box to the existing filter experience

Document version 1.0
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Document purpose and version history
The purpose of this document is to provide a recommended solution for review and approval by members of
the client team (visual designers, engineering, and other stakeholders) before beginning
engineering/development.

The provided solution is open for feedback and can be amended.  Proposed changes should be submitted to
the Product Manager, and upon approval will be reflected in a subsequent version of this document.

Version Date Author

1.0 Mike Strand, Product Manager

In this document:
● All examples are drawn from the Sample Database, found in the Appendix
● Database fields are referenced as UPPERCASE_WITH_UNDERSCORE
● Pseudo code is highlighted in grey

Feature summary
Music Search Pro users have requested the ability to filter available music tracks by entering one or more
keywords such as “slow”, “guitar”, and/or “Joby Talbot” into an autocomplete search box.

The search box will augment existing filters for tempo, instrument group, and instruments, as well as let users
search by movie title, track title, and composer.
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Proposed sample search behavior
When a user types “guit” in the search box, the autocomplete suggestion pane shows matching values from
the INSTRUMENT_GROUP, INSTRUMENTS, and MOVIE_TITLE fields. The system also queried the TEMPO,
TRACK_TITLE, and COMPOSER fields, but found no matching values.

When the user selects one of the autocomplete suggestions, such as “Guitars (instruments),” the selection will
appear in the search box, the instrument will be checked in the left pane, and matching results will appear in
the results frame.
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Feature specification
The requirements and recommended experience of the search and autocomplete feature is divided into five
distinct phases of the search event lifecycle:

1. MATCH search terms with database values
2. CAPTURE active filter categories
3. DISPLAY autocomplete suggestions
4. RESPOND to selection of autocomplete suggestions
5. RESPOND to deletion of active filters

1. MATCH search terms with database values
The primary purpose of this phase of the search lifecycle is to match user-provided search terms with
database values.

Match requirements
A. The system will identify matches in TEMPO, INSTRUMENT_GROUP, INSTRUMENTS,

MOVIE_TITLE, TRACK_TITLE, and COMPOSER
B. The system will match search terms with database values as soon as the user types three or

more characters, and will not require the user to click a submit button or hit enter/return on the
keyboard

C. User can type any keyboard character into the search box, including lowercase and uppercase
letters

D. Matching will be case insensitive, and will include preceding and terminating wildcards
a. Pseudo code example: IF lower( [search term] ) LIKE %lower( [database_field_value] )%

THEN match = TRUE
E. User can backspace and delete typed letters, as well as highlight and delete, and the system

will update current matches
F. The system will identify when there are no matching values in the database
G. The system will ignore leading whitespace in search terms
H. When a given value appears on multiple records within a database field, and that value matches

with the search term, the system will treat this as a single match
I. Search box prompt text will read “Search by tempo, instrument, movie title, track title, or

composer”

Match examples
● If the user types “medi” into the search box, matches will include “medium” from TEMPO,

“Medicine Man” from MOVIE_TITLE, and “Medium talbot” from COMPOSER
● If the user then adds a “c” at the end of “medi” creating “medic”, “medium” from TEMPO and

“Medium talbot” from COMPOSER will no longer match. Only “Medicine Man” from
MOVIE_TITLE will remain
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● If the user backspaces and deletes the c, the system will re-match “medium” from TEMPO,

“Medium talbot” from COMPOSER, and keep “Medicine Man” from MOVIE_TITLE
● While “Medium” and “medium” appear multiple times in TEMPO, the system will consider it to be

a single match

2. CAPTURE active filter fields

The primary purpose of this phase of the search lifecycle is to capture active filter fields, which will
affect the subsequent user experience and system logic.

Active filter requirements
A. The system will know if it has an active filter against TEMPO, TEMPO_BPM,

INSTRUMENT_GROUP, INSTRUMENTS, MOVIE_TITLE, TRACK_TITLE, and/or COMPOSER
B. The system will identify active filter fields prior to displaying autocomplete suggestions
C. The system will identify active filter fields set by either existing left pane controls or the new

autocomplete search box

Active filter examples
● If the user selects “Medium” tempo in the left pane, the system will consider TEMPO an active

filter field
● If the user enters a Tempo BPM target in the left pane, the system will consider TEMPO_BPM

an active filter field
● If the user has selected “Medium (tempo)” from the autocomplete suggestions, the system will

consider TEMPO an active filter field
● If the user has selected “Guitars (instruments)” from the autocomplete suggestions, the system

will consider INSTRUMENT_GROUP an active filter field

3. DISPLAY autocomplete suggestions

The main purpose of this phase of the search lifecycle is to address how the system displays
autocomplete suggestions to the user.

Display requirements
A. The autocomplete suggestion pane will appear when the user enters three or more characters

into the search box
B. The autocomplete suggestion pane will display all database values (excluding duplicates) that

match the user-entered search term
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C. The user will be able to scroll through autocomplete suggestions using a mouse wheel or
down/up arrows on the keyboard

D. The active suggestion will be highlighted when the user hovers with a mouse or during scrolling,
and suggestions will update as the user updates search terms

E. Autocomplete suggestions will be displayed in Title Case (first letter of each word is capitalized)
regardless of the user’s or database’s original capitalization

a. For example, “Medium talbot” from the COMPOSER field should be displayed as
“Medium Talbot”

F. Database fields TEMPO, INSTRUMENT_GROUP, INSTRUMENTS, MOVIE_TITLE,
TRACK_TITLE, and COMPOSER will appear in user-friendly text after each search term

G. Autocomplete suggestions will be displayed according to the below logic:
a. First by field in the following order: TEMPO, INSTRUMENT GROUP, INSTRUMENTS,

MOVIE_TITLE, TRACK_TITLE, COMPOSER
b. Within a field, autocomplete suggestions will be ordered by string length (ascending) so

the shortest value appears first and the longest value appears last
H. If there are no matching database values for the search term, a non-selectable message saying

“No matches found.  Please try a different search term.” will appear in the autocomplete
suggestion pane
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I. Autocomplete suggestions for active filter fields will appear below suggestions for non-active
fields with the following message: “Choosing from the below will replace prior selections in the
same category”
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J. After a user selects an autocomplete suggestion, they can add another term to the search box
K. The user can scroll within the search box or the autocomplete suggestion pane if the text

extends beyond the visible area

Display examples
● If the user types “edi” into the search box, the system will suggest “Medium” from TEMPO,

“Medicine Man” and “Edie’s Adventure from MOVIE_TITLE, and “Medium Talbot” from
COMPOSER

● If the user adds an “e” to the end of “edi”, the system will remove “Medium” from TEMPO,
“Medicine Man” from MOVIE_TITLE, and “Medium Talbot” from COMPOSER. Only “Edie’s
Adventure” from MOVIE_TITLE will remain as a suggestion.

● If the user backspaces or otherwise deletes the terminating “e”, the system will again suggest
“Medium” from TEMPO, “Medium Talbot” from COMPOSER, and “Medicine Man” from
MOVIE_TITLE, and keep “Edie’s Adventure”

4. RESPOND to selection of autocomplete suggestions

The main purpose of this phase of the search lifecycle is to address how the system responds to user
selection of an autocomplete suggestion.
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Selection response requirements
A. The user can select an autocomplete suggestion with a mouse click or by pressing [ENTER] or

[RETURN] after scrolling, highlighted the target term
B. The user can select only one autocomplete suggestion at a time
C. When the user selects an autocomplete suggestion, the user interface will:

a. Remove the autocomplete suggestion pane
b. Place the selected value (and it’s friendly database field name) in the search box along

with an “x” deletion element
D. When the user selects an autocomplete suggestion for an active filter field, the user interface

will:
a. Remove existing active filters for the same field from search box

i. If selecting INSTRUMENT_GROUP or INSTRUMENTS also remove existing
INSTRUMENT_GROUP and INSTRUMENT search selections

b. Remove left pane selections according to the following logic
i. TEMPO selections should clear TEMPO an TEMPO_BPM active filters from left

pane
ii. INSTRUMENT_GROUP or INSTRUMENTS selections should clear both

INSTRUMENT_GROUP and INSTRUMENTS from left pane
E. When choosing an autocomplete selection for the TEMPO, INSTRUMENT_GROUP, or

INSTRUMENTS fields, populate left pane selections for the same fields
a. When choosing an INSTRUMENTS autocomplete suggestion, make sure to also update

the appropriate INSTRUMENT_GROUP value in the left pane
F. When the user selects an autocomplete suggestion, the results pane will update to display

database records for all active filter fields

Out of scope (selection response)
○ Filter selections for TEMPO, INSTRUMENT_GROUP, or INSTRUMENTS made in the left pane

will not appear in the autocomplete search box
○ Excluding existing selections from autocomplete suggestions is not supported. For example, if a

user selects “Medium (tempo)” from the left pane or as an autocomplete suggestion, and then
types and selects that same suggestion again, the system will remove and reapply the section

5. RESPOND to deletion of an active filters

The main purpose of this phase of the search lifecycle is to address how the system responds to user
deletion of previously selected autocomplete suggestion or removal of left pane filters.

Deletion response requirements
A. When the user clicks the “x” for an existing search box value,
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a. Remove existing active filters for the same field from search box
i. If removing an INSTRUMENT_GROUP search box selection also remove

INSTRUMENTS search box selections
b. Remove left pane selections according to the following logic

i. TEMPO search box filters should clear TEMPO an TEMPO_BPM from left pane
ii. INSTRUMENT_GROUP search box filters should clear INSTRUMENT_GROUP

and INSTRUMENTS from left pane
iii. INSTRUMENTS search box filters should clear INSTRUMENTS only from left

pane
c. Other existing search box values (if any) should be retained
d. The results pane will update to display database records for remaining active filter fields

B. When the user removes TEMPO, INSTRUMENT_GROUP or INSTRUMENTS filters from the
left pane, any existing search box value for the same field should be removed.

a. When removing INSTRUMENT_GROUP filters from the left pane, any INSTRUMENTS
filters should also be removed from search box values.

Deletion response examples
● If the user had selected “Guitars (instruments)” from the autocomplete search box and then

selects the “x” to remove it, the value should be removed from the search box, the
corresponding INSTRUMENT_GROUP and INSTRUMENTS filter selections in the left pane
should be removed and corresponding results should be updated
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Appendix

Implementation considerations
● Further technical research should be done to identify and address any performance concerns relating

to suggesting autocomplete values across multiple database fields.
● If autocomplete cannot be supported due to performance issues, add a search-execute submit button

and present search suggestions in a modal after a DB call. No other design changes are required.
● If it doesn’t cause inefficiencies, consider build song, movie title, and composer search first because

there’s currently no other way to search on those categories and this logic has little-to-no
interdependence with existing filters.

● It is recommended that all text (such as search prompt text, no records found, etc) will be sourced from
the database so it can be updated without a code change

● Upon release of the feature, users should be advised/educated on behavioral changes. For example,
when selecting TEMPO, INSTRUMENT_GROUP or INSTRUMENTS from the search box, this will also
enable the corresponding controls in the left pane.  However, the opposite is not true (left pane
selections will not be be reflected in the search box).

● Determine if the client has performance targets (increases in search volume, improvements to user
satisfaction) that are anticipated as a result of this feature.

● If not currently in place, consider adding a search and/or filter logging to support metrics/analysis of
feature use, search term frequency, etc

Supporting documents
● Basalmiq mockup files

Out of scope
The below items are out of scope for this version of the feature specification. However this does not mean
these topics are not available for discussion, cannot be included in an amended version of this document, a
future feature, or a future development sprint.

● Changes to existing tempo and instrument filter controls (left pane)
● Multi-field filters using OR conditions. The system will continue to use AND conditions, such as {filter 1

AND filter 2}
● “Fuzzy search” (approximate rather than exact matches) such as misspelled words or names.
● Ability to enter Regex or special characters such as wildcards
● Ability to save searches
● TEMPO_BPM (tempo beats per minute) searching using the autocomplete search box
● Responsive design considerations for mobile devices (as aligned with the original screenshots

provided).

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1v4jtdA1R5nvUMivh-Y_6xsz0gkUa1pLS
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Example database
The below example database values are used in this specification document.

ID MOVIE_TITLE TRACK_TITLE TEMPO_
NAME

TEMPO
_BPM

INSTRUMENT
_GROUP

INSTRU
MENTS

COMPOSER

1 Starting Out
Slow

Stillness of the
mind

fast 126 Brass Alpine
horn

Abel
Korzeniowski

2 2 1-2 Guitar
Hero!

rhythm of the
night

medium 85 guitar/stringed Banjo Fast slow
stephanson

3 American
Reunion

the Slow
slowdown

medium 90 keyboard piano joby talbot

4 Machiavelli
Rises

the Piano in the
night

slow 82 guitar/stringed Electric
guitar

joby talbot

5 Fast and the
furious

Furios abel
drum solo

medium 120 guitar/stringed Acoustic
guitar

Medium
talbot

5 Medicine Man Jungle Love Medium 120 guitar/stringed Bass
guitar

Steve Miller

6 Edie’s
Adventure

Rock With You Slow 80 keyboard piano Roy Coggins


